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Coronavirus Update
All the latest news on how India is fighting the pandemic

3-Week nationwide lockdown will not be lifted in one go, suggests Prime Minister 

Modi at all party meeting

The meet comes amidst indications that the central government may extend the lockdown across the 

country beyond April 14 after several states have favored the extension to contain the fast-spreading virus, 

as the positive cases in the country show no signs of any let up.

As per the Union Health Ministry's Friday Morning Update, there are 199 deaths and 6,412 confirmed cases 

of COVID-19 in the country even as the country entered its third week of nationwide lockdown.
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New Delhi: Prime Minister Narendra Modi today urged people across India to switch off their lights and 

hold candles, lamps and mobile flashlights at 9 pm on Sunday, April 5th, for 9 minutes in a nationwide show 

of solidarity, to fight the darkness of coronavirus.

"We must all together, challenge the darkness spread by the coronavirus crisis, introducing it to the power 

of light. No one is alone during the lockdown, the collective superpower of 130 crore Indians is with every 

citizen."

The Prime Minister asserted that no one must endanger to battle against the highly contagious virus by 

gathering on roads. "Please do not go out on to the roads, lanes or your localities, do it at the doorstep or 

balconies of your own homes. One must never cross the Lakshman Rekha (boundary) of social distancing. 

The only way to break the chain of coronavirus is to maintain social distancing.”
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In his previous call for a Janata Curfew on the Sunday of March 22, the gesture of applauding 

coronavirus warriors defeated the purpose of social distancing when people started assembling on roads and 

even taking out processions.

"We must all go through this darkness together... those who are most affected by this are the poor and the 

marginalised. To overcome this darkness, we must all unite to spread the light... make this darkness of 

coronavirus meet the light we all spread," said the Prime Minister.

This was the PM's third address to the nation on the coronavirus pandemic and the second call for a collective 

gesture of solidarity after the clapping and clanging of utensils during the Janata Curfew. He said nations were 

following India's example. 

At a meeting on Thursday afternoon 9th April 2020 with Chief Ministers, Prime Minister Modi asked for a 

Common plan to ensure staggered movement of people. after the national lockdown ends. "It is important to 

formulate a common exit strategy to ensure staggered re-emergence of the population once the lockdown 

ends”.
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"On April 5, Sunday, at 9 pm, 9 minutes from all of us. Turn off all the lights in your homes, stand at 

your doors or balconies and light candles, diya (lamp) or mobile flashlights for 9 minutes to overcome 

this darkness.”

https://www.ndtv.com/india-news/coronavirus-pm-narendra-modi-holds-first-video-conference-with-all-chief-ministers-amid-covid-19-loc-2204810
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Good Friday 2020 Messages of PM Narender Modi

New Delhi, April 10: On the occasion of Good Friday today, PM Narendra Modi has greeted the entire 

nation today. He remembered the courage and sacrifice which Jesus made and how he devoted his life 

to serving others. In a tweet, he said, "Lord Christ devoted his life to serving others. His courage and 

righteousness stand out and so does his sense of justice. On Good Friday, we remember Lord Christ 

and his commitment to truth, service and justice."
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India’s real GDP decelerated to its lowest in over six years in 3Q 2019-20, and the outbreak of the 

COVID -10 posed fresh challenges. Steps taken to contain its spread, such an nationwide restrictions 

for 21 days and a complete lockdown of state , have brought economic activity to a standstill and could 

impact both consumption and investment while India business, barring a few sectors, can possibly 

insulate themselves from the global supply chain disruption caused by the outbreak due to relatively 

lower reliance on intermediate import , their exports to COVID-19 infected nations could take a hit. In 

sum the three major contribution to GDP – private consumption, investment and external trade – will get 

affected.

Impact On the Indian Economy
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Three scenarios can be used to explain the economic of COVID-19

Scenario 1: Quick retraction across the global including India by end April to mid – May

Scenario 2: While India is able to control COVID-19 spread, there is a significant global recession

Scenario 3: COVID-19 proliferates within India and lockdown get extended; global recession 

Impact on logistics and freight services
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Current and potential Impact on the sector
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We would like to assure you that we are doing our utmost to keep operations running as smooth as possible. 

Keeping all our colleagues world informed  we have assigned 2 key person from each station to respond 

quickly  in this time of uncertainty. We have we are working from home already and ensure that will take all 

the query from the world wide and support our collogues in best possible way.

All employees are working from home we are having our remote system continuity plans in place here 

below is the key persons details from each station to address the e-mails and the same can be addressed in 

this emergency. We monitor the situation closely and will provide further updates as they came to hand. 

Should you need any further information Please do not hesitate to contact a. hartrodt India representatives.

We have confidence in our systems and are prepared for a couple of different scenarios. We can assure you 

that our remote working systems operate effectively. 

We sincerely appreciate the support and assure you that we are absolutely committed to help & support to 

our collogues  ensure that will take all the query from the world wide and support in best possible way.

Locations 

(All India)
Key Representative                             E-mail address Contact details

Gurugram (HQ) Mr. Arvind Saroha arvind.saroha@hartrodt.com +91 9999136130

Gurugram (HQ) Mr. Mohit Khemka mohit.khemka@hartrodt.com +91 9999531263

Gurugram (HQ) Ms Vineeta Solanki vineeta.solanki@hartrodt.com +91 9910923237

Gurugram (HQ) Mr. Amit Verma amit.verma@hartrodt.com +91 8800577237

Mumbai Mr. Satish Mohite satish.mohite@hartrodt.com +91 9004182828 

Mumbai Mr. Balkrishna Waradka balkrishna.waradka@hartrodt.com +91 9833106122

Mumbai Mr. Santosh Bhardwaj santosh.bhardwaj@hartrodt.com +91 9619350052

Chennai Mr. K. S. Raaman sethu.raaman@hartrodt.com +91 9841172941

Chennai Mr. R. Sankar Narayanan sankar.narayanan@hartrodt.com +91 9952957766

Chennai Mr. S. Senthil Kumaran senthil.kumaran@hartrodt.com +91 8754422047

Bangalore Mr. Gopi Krishnan gopi.krishnan@hartrodt.com +91 9901009665 

Bangalore Mr. Yasodaran Muthusami yasodaran.muthusami@hartrodt.com +91 8884857222

Kolkata Mr. Kunal Sengupta kunal.sengupta@hartrodt.com +91 9007699866

Kolkata Ms. Sathi Debnath sathi.debnath@hartrodt.com +91 9874277788

Ludhiana Mr. Rajan Puri rajan.puri@hartrodt.com +91 9592267666
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